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Force for Good
the Indian Navy must take baby steps to

provide safety of the sLocs, provide

extended sAr and HAND operations, 

at least across the entire North Indian ocean,

as a regional commitment and to signal 

affirmation of delivering on commitments of

an emerging power

Commodore (Retd) Sujeet Samaddar
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India and Israel Boost Naval Ties

India shares some common strategic and

security threats with Israel and its desire to

get closer to the Us has also helped in mov-

ing the ties forward.  

lt General (Retd) naresh Chand
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All-weather Long-range 
Detection & Tracking
the Indian Navy has issued a request for infor-

mation for induction of state-of-the-art tech-

nology ‘3D c/D band’ air surveillance radar for

ships, which are 3,000 tonnes and above. the

radar is required to detect aircraft, helicopters

and sea-skimming missiles including auto-

matic tracking in three dimensions.  

lt General (Retd) naresh Chand
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Making a Difference

resource allocation and funding support

seems to be the least of the problems of IcG.

What however remains the major challenge, if

not a bottleneck, are the elephantine acquisi-

tion procedures and processes contributing

to the delays. 

Rear Admiral (Retd) Sushil Ramsay
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TREASURE

Turn to page 16

I am glad to know that SP Guide Publications, New Delhi is bringing out special editions 

separately for Indian Air Force, Indian Navy and Indian Army.

Since Shri Sukhdeo Prasad Baranwal founded SP Guide Publications in 1964, it has come a long

way in publishing monthly journals and magazines of repute on defence and strategic matters. 

In this context, its flagship publication SP’s Military Yearbook deserves a special mention.

I send my best wishes for the successful publication of these special editions on Indian 

Armed Forces.

A.K. Antony

Minister of Defence

India

i n D i A n  n A v Y  S p e C i A l

War Without Rules

There is a very thin line between asymmetrical warfare and terrorism. India has been 

calling it low-intensity conflict when used against military targets and terrorism where

civilians have been targeted. 

Guided missile destroyer USS Cole (DDG 67) prepares
to moor pierside during homecoming celebrations, at

the conclusion of their deployment in support of the
global war of terrorism (GWOT). Cole was attacked by

terrorists on  October 12, 2000,  in Aden, Yemen.

PhotograPh: US Navy
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S Per The UNITeD Nations

Conference on Trade and Devel-

opment, more than 80 per cent

of international trade in goods

is carried by sea and more than

one-third of the seaborne merchandise is

made up of crude oil and petroleum prod-

ucts. By the beginning of 2010, the total

world merchant fleet had expanded to reach

1.276 billion deadweight tonnes. There are

about 46,000 ships touching 4,000 ports and

there are more than 15 million containers in

use. Add to this the military navies of the

world moving on the high seas or berthed at

ports and you have thousands of maritime

targets for terrorists to bomb, extort, or

blackmail to achieve their goals.  

Terrorism
“By indirection find directions out.”

—William Shakespeare 

The above quote from Hamlet has many

interpretations including “one can adopt an

indirect approach to arrive at a desired

result”. Some security analysts believe that

asymmetrical warfare is fought between

groups, countries or other entities, in an

environment of combat power mismatch

among opposing forces. This also results in

the adoption of significantly unconven-

tional strategy or tactics by the weaker

force. When such warfare is fought without

adhering to any universally accepted norms

or rules of engagement, it can then be

termed as terrorism. There is a very thin

line between asymmetrical warfare and ter-

rorism. India has been calling it low-inten-

sity conflict when used against military

targets and terrorism where civilians have

been targeted. Terrorism has complex cul-

tural, religious and historical origins. It can

include criminal elements, coercion of pop-

ulation, and use of extremism in religion,

politics and methods. The object is to deny,

destroy, disrupt, dislocate and degrade the

adversary to weaken him mentally and

physically. The tactics employed are use of

ingenuity (like crashing of passenger jets to

blow up buildings during 9/11), economy of

effort, surprise and deep indoctrination of

the frontline soldiers. It also has no quick-

fix conventional solutions. Al-Qaeda, the

Army of Mohammed in Yemen, Narco-

guerrillas in Colombia, Lashkar-e-Taiba, etc

are some examples of terrorist organisa-

tions. Many such organisations have links

with criminals, black marketers, drug

lords, arms dealers and zealots. Violence

is a way of life for the terrorist as it is an

excellent tool that can be used against

democratic countries to coerce them into

submission. Such an approach degrades

the high-tech advantages of their adver-

saries and optimises the use of electro-

magnetic spectrum. Land, sea and air are

included in the battleground. 

Maritime Terrorism
Maritime terrorism has been defined by the

Council for Security Cooperation in the

Asia-Pacific working as an “undertaking of

terrorist acts and activities within the mar-

itime environment, using or against vessels

or fixed platforms at sea or in port, or

against any one of their passengers or per-

sonnel, against coastal facilities or settle-

ments, including tourist resorts, port areas

and port towns or cities”. 

The above does not define the terrorist

act and is silent on the inclusion of military

vessels and infrastructure. It should actually

include all civil as well as military vessels

and maritime infrastructure, and all mar-

itime means that are used in transportation

of personnel and resources that are used for

promoting terrorism. Maritime terrorism

like any other terrorism is motivated for

achieving political goals beyond the imme-

diate act of attacking a maritime target.

Although piracy is defined in Article 101 of

the 1982 United Nations Convention on the

Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), it can still be used

as a tool of terrorism to finance the terror-

ism organisation, disrupt lanes of communi-

cations to disrupt trade, coercion and black

mail. Maritime terrorism requires special

skills in seaman ship, acquiring of special

equipment like various types of vessels,

underwater expertise including use of explo-

sives, special weapons, special sensors, div-

ing equipment and a covert place to carry

out training. Such specialist needs require

huge financial outlays, as such not many ter-

rorist organisations venture into the sea.

historical perspective
Provisional Irish Republican Army (PIRA):

During the 1980s, PIrA smuggled a large

amount of arms and explosives from Libya

to Ireland using container ships registered

under flags of convenience. PIrA was

responsible for killing more civilians at that

time as compared to any other terrorist

group in europe, but most of their attacks

were confined to land and very few targeted

marine vessels like ferries and private

yachts. Their most famous attack was on

the yacht of Lord Mountbatten in 1979

when the bomb killed Lord Mountbatten,

two of his godchildren and one crewman. 

Al-Qaeda
The architect of Al-Qaeda’s maritime terror-

ism was Abd al-rahim al-Nashiri of Saudi

Arabian origin who travelled to Afghanistan

to participate in attacks against the rus-

sians. In 1996, he travelled to Tajikistan

and then Jalalabad, where he first met

Osama bin Laden but did not join him. he

later on travelled to Yemen and started

planning to carry out terrorist attacks

against the US. he has also fought alongside

the Taliban against the Afghan Northern

Alliance. Al-Nashiri joined Al-Qaeda in 1998

and was reporting directly to bin Laden.

During the same year, he planned to attack

a US vessel using a boat full of explosives.

Al-Nashiri was then tasked by Laden to

attack the US or Western oil tankers off the

coast of Yemen. As he found difficulty in

finding targets along the western coast of

Yemen, his operations were shifted to the

port of Aden to target the US navy vessels.

The average refuelling stop of a US military

vessel in the port of Aden was just less than

four hours. Al-Nashiri appreciated that for

the operation to be successful, reliable and

timely intelligence was the key. Thus he set

up a network of informers who were work-

ing in the Port of Aden or along the red Sea.

his first attempt on USS The Sullivans

failed, as the boat carrying the explosives

sank due to overload. The next attempt was

on USS Cole on October 12, 2000, which

was making a routine refuelling halt at

Aden. The attack was carried out by two

Saudi suicide terrorists, hassan al Khamri

and Ibrahim al-Thawar who exploded a

small craft alongside the USS Cole with 270

kg of C-4 explosives killing 17 US sailors

and injuring 37. This success brought him

fame and respect within Al-Qaeda, and Al-

Nashiri became the chief of operations for

the Arabian Peninsula. he then planned the

attack on the French oil tanker VLCC MV

Limburg off the coast of Yemen on the sec-

ond anniversary of the attack on USS Cole.

On October 6, 2002, a small fibreglass boat

loaded with 100-200 kg of TNT explosives

guided by two Yemenite suicide terrorists

rammed the tanker killing one and injuring

25 crew members. MV Limburg carried

about 4,00,000 barrels of crude of which an

estimated 90,000 spilled into the Gulf of

Aden. As a direct result of the bombing, oil

prices rose by $0.48 a barrel due to increas-

ing insurance fees for ships operating

through Aden. Al-Qaeda’s communiqués

intercepted after the bombing congratu-

lated the brave jihadis. 

Al-Nashiri is currently on trial before a

military tribunal in Guantanamo on charges

that carry the death penalty. Al-Nashiri

based his maritime terrorist tactics on the

following:

l Using a zodiac speed boat packed with

explosives to ram warships or other

ships

l Using medium sized boats as bombs to

be blown up near slips or ports

l having underwater demolition teams 

An Ode to USS Cole 
Celebrating the bombing of the USS Cole dur-

ing his son’s wedding in January 2001,

Osama bin Laden recited the following poem:

“A destroyer: even the brave fear it’s might

It inspires horror in the harbour and in the

open sea

She sails into the waves flanked by 

arrogance, haughtiness and false power

To her doom she moves slowly

A dinghy awaits her, riding the waves”

Tactics: The example of USS Cole has

shown that a terrorist organisation with rel-

atively small amounts of funds (estimated

about $40,000 in this case) can cause very

heavy material damage. Over and above is

the damage to the morale and reputation

which is difficult to calculate. As the time

spent on the sea by the terrorists before a

raid is very small, it is very difficult to detect

and prevent it. Most of the electro-optical

sensors are also not designed to detect small

boats and so the best protection for a

berthed ship is to destroy the terrorists at

the preparatory stage. The new maritime

security protocols and other measures

against small boat attacks made the terror-

ists change to the use of divers and swim-

mer delivery vehicles (SDVs).  

The grand strategy of Al-Qaeda is to

either plant explosives on the hull of a ship

or try to board the ship to hijack it for ran-

som or be used as a floating bomb. The SDV

when loaded with sealed explosives could be

used as an ‘underwater suicide bomber’

against ships or offshore installations. SDVs

could also be combined with divers to posi-

tion sea mines in narrow channels like the

Strait of Malacca or the Suez Channel. how-

ever, much operational experience is

required while carrying out such operations

due to poor visibility and varying currents.

It also requires sophisticated diving equip-

ment as well as training in underwater oper-

ations. It is implicit that Al-Qaeda is making

efforts for arranging training commercial

and scuba diving of their operatives. Some

of these people have been arrested in

Netherland and Philippines but could not be

convicted for want of evidence.  

Merchant vessel: It can be used in the

following ways by terrorists:

l Oil and liquefied gas tankers: These can

be used as a weapon against maritime

6/20112
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Terrorism has come to stay as a tool of warfare

globally and India has suffered it for many

decades. The Western powers were not con-

vinced till it reached their doorsteps especially

after 9/11 and now new weapons, force structure

and tactics are being designed. Maritime terrorism

is relatively a new phenomenon and not as

omnipresent as the threat from land due to the

special training and equipment required for it.

India is very vulnerable to maritime terrorism as it

has a 7,516-km-long coastline, spread across

nine Indian states and four union territories. It also

has a total of 1,197 islands up to a stretch of 2,094

km additional border or coastline. There are about

12 major ports through which 71 per cent of the

maritime traffic passes. There are also about 199

non-major ports. The total trade handled by the

major ports was 530.8 million tonnes  in 2008-09.

Threat from the sea has already shown its fangs

in Mumbai thus an exposure on maritime terrorism

as the lead article is a reminder of the urgency of

expediting the implementation of the countermea-

sures as early as possible. This issue coincides

with the Navy Day and thus it is appropriate that

an article  on the Indian Navy’s rich heritage and

its future force architecture is included in which

the author reiterates its glorious past and sug-

gests a blueprint for the future to match with the

national aspirations. He emphasises that the

acquisition plans must achieve risk reduction by

creating a balanced force that offsets any regional

inequities, maintains credible capability and com-

mensurate with India’s growing status as a

responsible maritime power. Indo-Israel defence

ties have become very strong and are only going

forward in terms of volume of trade and joint ven-

tures and so an overview on it. This issue gives

you an exposure on Indian Coast Guard Aviation

and Indian Navy’s requirement of multi-function

radars. We wrap up this issue with the usual

News Digest and wish you readers a very Happy

Navy Day and New Year. With this issue, SP’s

Naval Forces has completed six successful years

which was only possible with the active coopera-

tion and good wishes of the Indian Navy and you

readers. Happy reading!    

Jayant BaranwaL

Publisher & Editor-in-Chief
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Terrorism has complex cul-

tural, religious and historical

origins. it can include criminal

elements, coercion of popula-

tion, and use of extremism in

religion, politics and methods.

The object is to deny, destroy,

disrupt, dislocate and

degrade the adversary to

weaken him mentally and

physically.
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vessels, ports and offshore facilities.

Although Al-Qaeda has used small boats

and the like against the USS Cole which

cost very little as compared to the use of

tankers which carry oil and liquefied gas

of various types. An oil tanker is a mer-

chant ship designed for the bulk trans-

port of oil. The size ranged from a few

thousand deadweight tonnes (DWT) to

the ultra-large crude carriers of

5,50,000  DWT. The tankers move

approximately 2,00,00,00,000 tonnes of

oil every year. Fuel oil itself is very diffi-

cult to ignite but its hydrocarbon

vapours are explosive when mixed with

air in certain concentrations. Thus an oil

tanker’s inert gas system is one of the

most important aspects of safety design

whose purpose is to prevent the hydro

carbon from catching fire. A well-trained

terrorist team can hijack a tanker and

use it like a bomb similar to the one used

with passenger liners during 9/11. The

International Chamber of Shipping has

issued a tanker safety guide (liquefied

gas), but these safety regulations are for

loading, unloading, transportation and

storage of liquefied gases by sea and do

not include measures against terrorist

actions. There are about 1,100 tankers

transporting liquefied natural gas (LNG)

and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) with

capacity ranging from 18,000 to 1,45,000

cubic metres. Tankers carrying LNG or

LPG can be triggered to cause a massive

hydrocarbon gas explosion which can

extensively damage the tanker, crew,

port and other installation facilities. LNG

is liquefied natural gas that has been

cooled to an extremely cold temperature

which is a vapour in normal atmospheric

conditions. It is transported in specially

designed ships which have double hulls

and are constructed of specialised mate-

rials that are capable of safely storing

LNG. Cooling the natural gas changes it

from a vapour into a liquid and reduces

the storage space by 600 times, thus

making it practical for storage and trans-

portation. As per the US Federal energy

regulation Authority (FerC), LNG is not

an explosive in liquid stage. In vapour

stage, it becomes an explosive when con-

fined to a narrow range of concentration

of air which makes it flammable. In suit-

able conditions, it can cause fire with

intense heat. LPG is a mixture of 60 per

cent butane and 40 per cent propane. It

is derived from the distillation of crude

oil in the refining process, in the same

manner that other liquid fuels, such as

kerosene, gasoline and diesel are

extracted. LPG is also transported in liq-

uid form for the same reasons as for

LNG and it evaporates quickly at normal

temperatures and pressures. There are

other extremely hazardous bulk ship-

ments such as atomic waste or ammo-

nium nitrate. Ammonium nitrate is used

globally as a fertiliser for agriculture.

however, when mixed with fuel oil, it

becomes a powerful explosive which

can be used both for commercial demo-

lition as well as by terrorists. There are

many examples of ammonium nitrate

being used by terrorists including the

World Trade Center truck bombing

(1993), and the bombings in Nairobi

(1998), Bali (2002), Istanbul (2003) and

Oslo (July 22. 2011). 

l Cruise ships: The navy and merchant

ships have increased their security man-

ifold and so cruise ships are attracting

the attention of the terrorists. A cruise

ship may have as much as 5,000 person-

nel on-board which may include some

known personalities, touching many

ports and passing through narrow water

channels. They are also likely to carry

many Judeo-Christian passengers (the

primary target off the jihadis). The ter-

rorists could poison the passengers to

cause panic or use speed boats filled

with explosives to ram the ship or board

the ship to kidnap it for exchange of

prisoners, ask for funds or make any

other demands. An example was the

hijacking of Achille Lauro on October 7,

1985, when four men of the Palestine

Liberation Front took control of the liner

off egypt. After being refused permis-

sion to dock at Tartus, the hijackers

killed a disabled Jewish-American pas-

senger and threw his body overboard.

The ship then headed back towards Port

Said, and after two days of negotiations,

the hijackers agreed to abandon the liner

in exchange for safe conduct and were

flown towards Tunisia aboard an egypt-

ian commercial airliner. In 2005, an Al-

Qaeda operative and Syrian national

Lu’ai Sakra was arrested for planning to

attack Israeli cruise ships while visiting

Turkey with explosive laden speedboats.

l Use as a mother ship: A bigger ship can

be used for launching attacks with

smaller boats loaded with explosives or

another weapon system. Al-Nashiri

planned to use a mother ship to attack

targets in the Strait of hormuz. The

majority of such attacks took place in

Israel during the 1970s. 

l Sinking of a vessel: Sinking of a vessel in

a narrow chokepoint can cause major

disruption in sea traffic. Six of the nine

chokepoints in the world are located in

geographical areas where local terrorist

groups with ties to Al-Qaeda possess

maritime capabilities. 

l For illegal transportation: Ships can be

used for smuggling terrorists, weapons

or goods required to carry out terrorist

activities. Al-Qaeda is said to possess a

“phantom fleet” of 23 ships. Flags of

convenience were originally created to

avoid heavy taxes and stringent inspec-

tions which might not allow the vessel to

operate. Today this has become the best

friend of terrorist organisations as it

allows them to hide their identity. 

ports
A port is where the ships can dock and

transfer people or cargo to or from land.

They are thus selected to have maximum

access to land and navigable water for

enabling the functioning of the merchant

ship. Ports are required to handle multiple

traffic and thus have a large variety of infra-

structure and storage facilities which may

extend to miles and dominate the local

economy. Selected ports have storage facil-

ities for hazardous material which has been

constructed as per safety norms but does

not cater to protection against terrorists

threats. Ports are connected to other cities

by road, rail and air. It also has a large work

force which can be of potential danger.

Some ports have an important military role

with civil ports functioning in the neighbor-

hood. Containers are another source of

danger as personnel, weapons, drugs,

money, hazardous material and weapons of

mass destruction can be easily smuggled

through them. About 90 per cent of the

world’s trade is transported in cargo con-

tainers. Nearly seven million cargo contain-

ers are offloaded at the US seaports itself

annually. Ports are thus one of the major

security weaknesses in the maritime trans-

port chain. There are many attacks on ports

like the bombing of the Israeli port of Ash-

dod during 2004, in which two suicide

bombings were carried out almost simulta-

neously killing 10 people and injuring 16.

hamas and Fatah claimed joint responsibil-

ity for the attack.

Maritime Security initiatives
Post-9/11, the International Maritime

Organisation and the US developed many

initiatives for maritime security against ter-

rorism. They are:

l International Ship and Port Facility Secu-

rity (ISPS) Code: This is actually an

amendment to the Safety of Life at Sea

(SOLAS) Convention (1974/1988) on

minimum security arrangements for

ships, ports and government agencies. It

came into force during 2004 and lays

down responsibilities of governments,

shipping companies, shipboard person-

nel and port/facility personnel to “detect

security threats and take preventative

measures against security incidents

affecting ships or port facilities used in

international trade. The code was agreed

at a meeting of the108 signatories to the

SOLAS convention in London in Decem-

ber 2002. The salient aspects are:

– The ISPS Code is applicable to ships on

international voyages, including passen-

ger ships, cargo ships of 500 GT and

upwards, mobile offshore drilling units,

and the port facilities used by such ships.

– Install an automatic identification sys-

tem that will provide authorities with the

ship’s identity, position, course, speed

and the last harbour visited.

– Display the unique ship identification

number on either the ship’s hull or

superstructure.

– Install a ship security alert system.

– Creation of a ship security plan and hav-

ing a security officer on board.

The ISPS code is not applicable to only

SOLAS class of ships. Implementation of the

ISPS Code will cost the ship owner additional

US navy and Marine Corps security personnel
patrol past the damaged US navy destroyer USS
Cole following terrorist bombing attack on the ship

PhotograPh: US Navy

Continued on page 11
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T
he INDIAN NAVY hAS been very

fortunate to have had visionary

leaders. From a minor littoral

force of hand-me-down frigates,

sloops and craft at independ-

ence, the Navy has now emerged as the fifth

largest naval power in the world. This jour-

ney has been neither smooth nor easy. The

tenacity of purpose and the overall corpo-

rate conviction that the charted path of

force development would be mainly

through indigenous capacity has not

wavered. It is a clear testimony to the

Navy’s sound leadership and rank and file

consensus on its identity and self-belief.

The Indian Navy has long prided itself as

a builder’s navy. It has pioneered in promot-

ing indigenous industry to deliver the finest

ships in the region designed by the Navy.

Integrating cutting edge weapons, sensors

and sophisticated communications with

advanced propulsion and power packages

from diverse sources to make state-of-the-

art ships is a splendid achievement, and the

Navy can be justly proud of this heritage. 

Force planning
The challenge for force level planning

experts has always remained the uncertain-

ties of the future strategic environment; the

technological advances that could change

the nature of warfare at sea and its conse-

quent implications on the Indian Navy’s

structure and platform composition. hence,

conceptualising a force for the future is

truly a challenge since the acquisition deci-

sions taken and commitments made once,

cannot be easily reversed.

Force levels have essentially two compo-

nents viz. force composition and force

structuring. So far as force composition is

concerned, a faithful balance needs to be

struck between littoral and open seas

requirements. Augmentation in force levels

and technology to hedge against all forms

of conflict in the open sea and provide the

teeth to aggressive diplomacy are given. But

the first requirement would be to secure

the maritime frontiers of India. This would

require that Indian maritime forces are not

only modern but are also of contemporary

relevance to the Indian state. Lofty declara-

tions of power projection may be music to

a sailor’s ear but coastal surveillance and

protection from wanton acts of violence, is

the citizen’s first priority.

Ships and Submarines
Basic principles of force structuring have

remained steadfast over the last 60 years.

The abiding constants have been the need

for an operational two Carrier Battle Group

(CBG) centred around a surface fleet of three

aircraft carriers, about 40-42 frigates and

destroyers, four afloat support ships, 80-100

minor local naval defence (LND) forces and

about 24 submarines. In addition, force pro-

jection would comprise four landing plat-

form docks (LPD), supported with island

hopping landing craft utility (LCU). 

Against this requirement, about six

frigates and five destroyers would have

reached the end of their already much

extended service life by 2022. Four frigates

and three destroyers are under construc-

tion which would enter service by 2016.

Seven frigates and four destroyers have

been approved by Defence Acquisition

Council for induction by 2022. The net

accretion would, therefore, be only six

frigates and two destroyers which would at

best provide a force level of 30 frigates and

destroyers. The net deficiency that needs

corrective action now is for a capability gap

of about four-five destroyers and seven-

eight frigates. Considering that the defence

public sector undertakings (DPSUs) ship-

yards are already fully booked to capacity,

the gap of 11-13 destroyers and frigates

and six-eight corvettes must be bridged by

the private sector shipyards as a ‘Buy and

Make’ Indian projects with some strategic

imports. One option would be to build

another eight frigates of the proven Talwar

class in India as a collaborative venture

between an Indian shipyard and Yantar

Shipyard, Kaliningrad.

While four LPDs are under acquisition

under a ‘Buy and Make’ Indian categorisa-

tion, eight LCUs have been regrettably

ordered by nomination on the Garden

reach Shipbuilders and engineers Limited

(GrSe) at a cost of `2,100 crore (about

$0.42 billion) with the delivery of the first

800 tonne craft after an astonishing 35

months, when Fincantieri delivered two

27,500 tonne fleet tankers in three years.

Possibly, the requirements of LCUs are

higher and the Indian Navy could have

ordered its entire requirement in one

tranche on both a DPSU and private ship-

yard, on a competitive basis to reduce costs

and improve delivery schedules. 

Four P28 anti-submarine warfare (ASW)

corvettes, ordered in 2004 are still under

production at GrSe. Another six to eight

ASW corvettes are required for LND func-

tions. A recent request for information (rFI)

for shallow water ASW craft has been cate-

gorised under the ‘Buy Indian’ route, which

is a heartening development for Indian

shipbuilders. eight mine countermeasure

vessels against a possible requirement of

24, to be built by the Goa Shipyard Limited

(GSL) in partnership with Kangnam of South

Korea, are awaiting conclusion of negotia-

tions. Considering that this project com-

menced in April 2004 and as of now is still

under the process of induction of the bal-

ance should commence now on a partner-

ing basis between GSL and private

shipyards to achieve faster force generation

and reduce the acquisition costs. 

The other constituents of the littoral fleet

are water jet fast attack crafts (WJFACs), sea-

ward defence boats (SDB) and fast intercep-

tor crafts (FIC). Ten WJFACs have been

inducted over the past six years from GrSe

at a cost of `50 crore (about $10 million)

each. Fifteen FICs are being inducted in three

years from French firm Chantiere Navale

Couach at a total cost of ̀ 65 crore (about $13

million). Another 80 FICs at a cost of `300

crore (about $60 million) have been signed

with Sri Lankan shipyard Solas Marine,

strangely, with specifications inferior to the

French FICs, with delivery by 2014. With

about 200 ports in India and several island

territories, the requirement for effective sur-

veillance and rapid reaction forces would be

about 1,100-1,300 FICs built to the most

ultra-modern propulsion and optical stabili-

sation technologies available. The investment

may be about `9,000-10,000 crore (about $2

billion) but it would secure the Indian coast-

line from catastrophes of the 26/11 kind for-

ever. This should be again procured under

the ‘Buy and Make’ Indian category.

Towards creating a credible nuclear

deterrence, anti-ballistic missile defence sys-

tems must be seaborne. The recent success

of the advanced air defence missile pro-

gramme of the Defence research and Devel-

opment Organisation (DrDO) augurs well

for the Indian Navy. Future Indian destroy-

ers, quite like the US Navy’s Arliegh Burke,

Kongo or KDX-III, all of which have the Aegis

System, should be equipped with the indige-

nous advanced air defence system. At a min-

imum, this would require a ballistic missile

defence fleet of six destroyers.

While the National Nuclear Doctrine

advocates no first use, it is anchored on a

capacity to respond punitively through a

second strike capability. The second strike

capability is universally vested in the

nuclear propelled and nuclear armed sub-

marine force. As per media reports, only

four nuclear submarines may be on order

and this itself may take up to 2022 to

induct. Calculations by many experts sug-

gest that the punitive delivery capacity

should be at least a minimum of four mis-

siles per value target and two per force tar-

get. This would require 10 nuclear armed

operationally deployed submarines or a

force level of 14 submarines. There is,

therefore, a gap of about eight-10 nuclear

submarines to possess a credible second

strike capability. The indigenous pro-

gramme must be fast tracked. 

The P75 project for Scorpene sub-

marines required that first delivery com-

mences in 2012 with the balance five

delivered by December 2017. Now, the first

Scorpene will only be ready in August 2015

and Mazagon Docks Limited will deliver the

balance five by May 2019. The cost overrun

is about `4,700 crore (about $0.9.5 billion).

Under Project P75I, Indian Navy would

Force for Good
The Indian Navy must also take early baby steps to provide safety of the SLOCs, provide extended synthetic apperture

radar and hAND operations, at least across the entire North Indian Ocean, as a regional commitment and to signal

affirmation of delivering on commitments of an emerging power

Sea King ASW helicopters
operating from inS viraat

Future indian destroyers,

quite like the US navy’s

Arliegh Burke, Kongo or KDX-

iii, all of which have the Aegis

System, should be equipped

with the indigenous advanced

air defence system
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order six submarines on three different

yards at an estimated cost of `50,000 crore

(about $10 billion). The point is after more

than eight years of approval of the 30-year

submarine construction plan, which

entailed construction of 24 submarines

until 2030, only six have been ordered so

far. Surely, greater economy and efficiency

would be obtained if the balance 18 air

independent propulsion submarines, made

to a modular design, with allowance for

expansion and obsolescence, are ordered in

one lot. This would only require the Indian

Navy to freeze the hull form and the equip-

ment selection can be staggered.

Aviation
The Indian Navy has on order 12 Boeing P-8I

long-range maritime reconnaissance & ASW

(LrMrASW) aircraft. These would be deliv-

ered by 2015.  In addition, a rFI has been

issued for another six medium-range mar-

itime reconnaissance (MrMr) aircraft and

these may only be ordered in 2015. This is a

highly uneconomical option and the MrMr

programme should be merged with the Lr

MrASW induction to reduce inventory and

optimise operational availability. The

process for ordering, as a repeat order,

another 18 Boeing P-8I aircraft should com-

mence now. These aircraft are supplemented

with the short-range hAL Dorniers.

So far as UAVs are concerned, the Indian

Navy’s present force levels of eight Searchers

and four herons are woefully inadequate to

meet even a fraction of the surveillance

requirement. Noting that there are now at

least four major Indian companies with

licences to manufacture UAVs and the total

requirement may be in excess of 100 sys-

tems for the three services together, the

future induction of UAVs must be through

the ‘Buy and Make’ Indian procedure.

Modern sea planes can provide much

needed island support and offshore assets

protection; surveillance; long-range search

and rescue (SAr) and casualty evacuation;

ultra long-range fleet logistic support; long-

range visit board search and seizure opera-

tions, humanitarian assistance and disaster

(hAND) relief operations; counter arms and

drugs trafficking, human migration, poach-

ing, toxic cargo dumping operations, etc.

Unlike conventional helicopters and air-

craft, sea planes can land at the location

and enforce the will or the law of the coun-

try. Possibly, a fleet of 18 seaplanes would

be required to ensure the ability to launch

two missions from three locations simulta-

neously to cover the entire North Indian

Ocean. State seaplanes also conform to UN

Convention on Laws of the Seas for “right

to visit, arrest and hot pursuit—mutatis

mutandis—with warships and is a veritable

force multiplier”.

So far as integral aviation assets are

concerned, the key determinant must be to

create a sanitised and impenetrable bubble

of 350nm around the CBG. Accordingly, the

minimum embarked Air Group should com-

prise two and half fighter squadrons (40

aircraft), two squadrons of multi-role heli-

copters (Mrh), one flight of high altitude,

long-endurance early warning UAVs, one

flight of loitering missiles and one flight of

communication and utility helicopters. The

LCA (Navy) is still some distance away and

options for an alternate deck-based aircraft

must be explored now.

A case for 16 Mrh is under process.

Another request for proposal (rFP) for 91

Naval multi-role helicopters is awaiting

approval. The Indian Navy could have con-

solidated its total requirement of Mrh

instead of inducting in a piecemeal manner.

Be that as it may, the option clause (eight

Mrh) and the repeat order option (16 Mrh)

should be availed so that the induction can

reach 40 Mrh without retendering, unless

the induction for 91 Mrh is approved as

‘Buy and Make’ Indian. This is a great

opportunity to develop a national alternate

competency in helicopter manufacturing.

Options for the heavy lift helicopter for the

LPD also need examination.

For the replacement of Chetak, perhaps

the requirements of the Coast Guard can

also be merged to make a very attractive

proposition for foreign original equipment

manufacturers (OeMs) to establish manu-

facturing facilities in India. however, the

hitherto followed ‘Buy and Make’ with

transfer of technology (ToT) must be dis-

carded in favour of ‘Buy and Make’ Indian

to create business partnerships rather than

licensed production. No OeM will ever

transfer enough know how to its licensed

production partner for fear of it becoming

its competitor and therefore joint ventures

(JVs) are more preferred.

Systems
While platforms have a salience of their

own, modern-day navies require a support-

ive, complementary, sophisticated and net-

worked maritime domain awareness

system. high frequency surface wave

radars, over the horizon radars, ultra long-

range optronics, software defined sonars

and coastal traffic monitoring systems with

automatic identification system, long-range

identification and tracking and other signal

intelligence technologies produce a single

composite picture. Satellite-based surveil-

lance and communication systems and per-

haps even aerostats are now a sine qua non

for a modern navy.

emerging power
Indian Navy’s acquisition plans must

achieve risk reduction by creating a bal-

anced force that offsets any regional

inequities, maintains credible capability

and is commensurate with India’s growing

status as a responsible maritime power.

Ultimately, Indian Navy must deliver on the

simple objective of defeating the enemies

of the state. The Indian Navy must also take

early baby steps to provide safety of the sea

lines of communication (SLOCs), provide

extended synthetic aperture radar (SAr)

and hAND operations, at least across the

entire North Indian Ocean, as a regional

commitment and to signal affirmation of

delivering on commitments of an emerging

power. To borrow from the royal Navy—

India’s Navy must clearly be seen as “force

for good”. 
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indian navy’s Boeing 
p-8i Aircraft on its first flight 
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India and Israel 

Boost Naval Ties
India shares some common strategic and security threats with Israel and its desire to get closer to the US has also

helped in moving the ties forward. Besides being Israel’s second largest trade partner in Asia, India’s defence business

with Israel has already crossed $9 billon and is growing. 

n LT GENERAL (RETD) NARESH CHAND

T
he STATe OF ISrAeL came into

being in 1948 and India recog-

nised it in 1950, but diplomatic

relations were not established

due to India’s non-aligned and

pro-Arab policy. however, in 1992, India

formally established diplomatic relations

with Israel and since then has signed a

number of agreements on economic, scien-

tific, agricultural and cultural matters. Both

the countries share a strong economic, mil-

itary and strategic relationship. India shares

some common strategic and security

threats with Israel and its desire to get

closer to the US has also helped in moving

the ties forward. Three mutual strategic

interests that have enhanced defence and

security ties include the fight against terror-

ism and radical Islam, concerns over prolif-

eration of weapons of mass destruction and

long-range missile technology, and the

growing interest of the two states in the

Indian Ocean. India’s condemnation of

Israeli policies in the Palestinian territories

has not affected the relationship. India is

also the largest buyer of Israeli military

equipment and second to the russian Fed-

eration in being India’s supplier of defence

equipment. The defence business has

already crossed $9 billon (`45,000 crore)

and is growing. The defence relations

extend beyond the supply of weaponry to

training, research in military technology

and space. India is also Israel’s second

largest trade partner in Asia amounting to

$4.7 billion (`23,500 crore) in bilateral

trade excluding military sales. Israel from

its existence has recognised the need for

good intelligence and has established

Mossad for foreign operations, Shin Bet for

internal security and Aman for military

intelligence. India needs effective and

actionable intelligence as it faces both

internal and external problems of Islamic

fundamentalists and from other organisa-

tions like the Naxalites and United Libera-

tion Front of Asom (ULFA). Thus India’s

intelligence agencies can get valuable les-

sons and inputs from Israel.

israel’s Military industrial Complex
Arms sales form the backbone of the Israeli

economy. There are nearly 150 defence

firms in Israel with combined revenues esti-

mated at $3.5 billion (`17,500 crore). Israel

has strived to develop its Military Industrial

Complex due to security compulsions as

they are surrounded largely by a hostile

environment. It has also helped in their

becoming self-reliant, carry out import sub-

stitution and gradually becoming the fourth

largest exporter of defence equipment after

the US, russia and France. Israel has

acquired expertise in small arms, ammuni-

tion, communications , force multipliers,

remotely piloted vehicles, electronic war-

fare and related systems, night vision

devices; naval equipment ranging from

command and control systems, missiles

and anti-missile systems to a variety of

patrol boats. They have also acquired

expertise in the upgradation of weapons

platforms especially with respect to optron-

ics and avionics. One major advantage is

that their systems are battle proven and

work well in desert environment.

indo-israel Defence Cooperation
Arms sales and defence cooperation

formed the major pillar of India’s ties with

Israel since diplomatic relations were estab-

lished in 1992. It has been continuously

expanding and today it forms the core of

the Indo-Israeli relationship. The relation-

ship started as a buyer-supplier with Israel

selling weapon systems and technologies to

India. The relationship has now matured

into joint ventures for development of

weapon systems and technologies. This has

signaled a new phase in the military rela-

tionship resulting in greater trust and syn-

ergy between the defence establishments of

the two countries. Cooperation in intelli-

gence and counterterrorism has also fur-

ther strengthened bilateral military ties,

especially after Israeli Prime Minister Ariel

Sharon’s 2003 visit to India. Israel gets con-

siderable resources to finance the develop-

ment of new weapons systems and

technologies and the country’s limited

domestic market required Israeli defence

industries to generate revenues through

export of military products. With its large

domestic market and growing defence

budget, India is an extremely attractive

partner for Israel. In the bargain, India also

has a reliable partner ready to assist India

in developing advanced defence technolo-

gies on its route to becoming self-reliant.

even before the establishment of diplo-

matic relations, India had imported 160mm

mortars from Israel. The list of equipment

imported so far is very impressive starting

with Green Pine radar, which is part of bal-

listic missile defence (BMD) and on India’s

wish list. The Defence research and Devel-

opment Organisation (DrDO) is working

hard to develop a BMD system by adopting

technologies developed for Prithvi and

Agni. It has provided kits for up-gunning

130 guns into 155mm with a barrel length

of 45 calibre which will also increase the

range to 40 km. Both Searcher and heron

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are being

used by all the wings of the defence forces.

The Special Forces are looking for small

armed UAVs for counterinsurgency. They

are already using special weapons and sen-

sors of Israeli origin. The Indian Air Force

(IAF) is acquiring Spyder SAM system and

three Phalcon airborne warning and control

system (AWACS) are already in service. The

IAF has taken up a case for two more Phal-

con AWACS. It also wants to procure four

more eL/M-2083 aerostat radars, mounted

on blimp-like balloons tethered to ground,

as a follow-on order to the radars inducted

earlier. Israel is already providing to the IAF

litening pods to be used for precision-tar-

geting with laser-guided bombs. The Indian

Navy is already using Barak SAM on-board

their ships. Upgrade of Mi-17 has been car-

ried out by Israel and the upgradation of

some naval aircraft has also been taken up

by Israel. Upgradation of Army’s air defence

systems like Shilka and 23mm Twin gun are

also going on. Further, Israel’s TecSAr

radar satellite was launched by India on

January 22, 2008. It is an Israeli spy satel-

lite, primarily meant to monitor Iran’s mili-

tary activities.  

indo-israeli naval Cooperation

Super Dvora

In 1997, India purchased ramta two Super

Dvora Mark II attack boats from IAI and got

the licence to build the remaining at Goa

Shipyard in collaboration with ramta. A

total of seven are in service. The Super

Dvora Mark II is a high-speed class of patrol

boats meant for a variety of naval missions

from typical offshore coastal patrol mission

profiles to high-speed, high-manoeuvre lit-

toral warfare. Super Dvora Mark III is the

latest generation of the Dvora family of fast

patrol boats or fast attack crafts (FPB/FAC),

manufactured by IAI ramta and are capable

of speeding up to 50 knots (93 km/h) in lit-

toral waters. They could also be used by the

Coast Guard.

Barak SAM System

Barak-1: Barak surface-to-air missile (SAM)

system is designed to replace or comple-

ment gun-based close-in weapon systems

such as the Phalanx gun system. The con-

cept being that the aerial threat is engaged

at successive ranges with guns and missiles.

The missiles are mounted in an eight cell

PhotograPhS: PIB, Wikipedia

Commander-in-Chief of the israeli navy, 
vice Admiral elizer Marom calling on the 
Chief of naval Staff, Admiral nirmal verma, 
in new Delhi on January 19, 2010

Super Dvora Mk3

iAi’s Gabriel anti-ship missile
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container and are vertically launched. The

radar system provides 360 degree coverage

and the missiles can take down an incoming

missile at a dead zone of 500 metres away

from the ship. Lack of an effective anti-mis-

sile defence (AMD) system with the Indian

Naval ships emerged after the Kargil opera-

tions. This operational gap was known ear-

lier but prompted by the Kargil crisis. The

Government of India approved the procure-

ment of Barak I system for $300 million

(`1,500 crore). Barak’s quick response time,

effectiveness against incoming missile

attack and its compact size made it an effec-

tive AMD system. however, its short-range

of about 10 km is a limitation and thus it

was an interim solution.  

Barak-Next Generation (NG): To fill the

gap between Barak-1 and the beyond visual

range (BVr) air threat, during 2006, India

and Israel signed a joint agreement for the

development of a new Barak-NG medium

ship borne air defense missile with a pro-

jected range of about 70 km. Barak-NG is

being evolved from Barak-1 system. Barak-

NG or Barak-8 is also being called medium-

range surface-to-air missile (Mr SAM) when

the scope of the project was enlarged in

2007 to meet the requirements of the

Indian Army and the IAF. The DrDO is the

prime developer for India with the Israel

Aerospace Industries as the key partner to

contribute most of the applicable technol-

ogy, just as russia did for the BrahMos. The

project is reported to have a financial out-

lay of $300 million (`1,500 crore) for the

design and development phase which is

being shared equally between both the

countries. The Indian Navy plans to mount

only medium-long-range SAMs on future

warships as short-range systems can only

provide point defence to a ship but does

not provide layered defence or fleet

defence. Such a system is very much

required for a blue water navy and a logical

complement to India’s carrier force. When

Barak-NG/Mr-SAM projects fructify, they

will provide India with the latest missile

technology, an effective SAM system and

bring India and Israel closer. It will also help

the Israelis build a new system that meets

some of their own emerging requirements.

It may well turn out as the largest joint

defence development project ever under-

taken between India and any other country.

A couple of tests have already been under-

taken. There is also a report of the develop-

ment of a ground based long-range SAM of

120 km range.

UAVs

Searcher and Heron: The Indian Navy has

acquired SearcherMk2 and heron Mk2

UAVs for carrying out maritime surveil-

lance and they also contribute to coastal

intelligence. Israel Aerospace Industries’

Searcher is reconnaissance UAV for gather-

ing intelligence. It has a maximum speed of

about 200 kmph, altitude ceiling of 6100 m

and endurance of 18 hours. heron is a

medium-altitude long-endurance UAV

developed by the Malat (UAV) division of

Israel Aerospace Industries. It is capable of

medium-altitude long-endurance (MALe)

operations of up to 52 hours’ duration at

up to 35,000 feet. It has demonstrated 52

hours of continuous flight, but the effective

operational maximal flight duration is less,

due to payload and flight profile. 

Developing of Unmanned Helicopter 

It has been reported that India and Israel

have begun joint development of an

unmanned helicopter capable of operating

from a ship. It will have an automated take-

off and landing systems for use on unpre-

pared fields on land and from aircraft

carriers at sea. It is understood to have

been jointly developed by the hindustan

Aeronautics Limited (hAL) and Israel Aero-

space Industries’ UAV division, Malat. The

rotary wing UAV will also have dual auto-

mated sophisticated operating systems for

enhanced safety. It will be capable of car-

rying necessary radar payloads.

Upgrade of Aircraft

Sea Harrier: The current upgrade pro-

gramme will involve new IAI elta eL/M-2032

multi-mode fire control radars, rafael’s

Derby short-medium-range air-air missiles,

plus combat manoeuvring flight recorders

and digital cockpit voice recorders. During

2007, the Indian Navy launched a mid-life

upgrade programme for its Sea harriers

through hAL. The programme involved

extending the life by 15 years until 2023,

fitting of elta Systems eL/M-2032 multi-

mode fire control radars and rafael Derby

BVr air-to-air missiles. The eL/M-2032 is an

advanced multi-mode airborne fire control

radar, designed for multi-mission fighters

and oriented for both air-to-air and strike

missions. The eL/M-2032 greatly enhances

the air-to-air, air-to-ground and air-to-sea

The india-israel defence 

relations extend beyond the

supply of weaponry to 

training, research in military

technology and space
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capabilities of the aircraft. rafael’s Derby is

a fully developed BVr air-to-air missile. The

missile offers excellent performance and

manoeuvrability in both medium- and

short-range engagements. The missile is

also offered in an air defence configuration.

Maritime surveillance: There are reports

of Israel assisting in the upgrade of mar-

itime surveillance aircraft, maritime surveil-

lance helicopters and ships including

aircraft carrier Virat. The areas of expertise

of Israel are electronic warfare, sensors,

and command and control systems.     

Gabriel-III Sea-skimming Anti-ship Missiles

The Indian Navy is equipped with Israel

Aerospace Industries’ Gabriel III sea skim-

ming anti-ship missiles. The range reported

is more than 60 km and is a fire and forget

missile. The guidance system of the Gabriel

III enables it to fly so low that it must be pre-

set according to the current size of the

waves. Thus it is extremely difficult to detect

the missile on time to take evasive action.

Boost to indo-israeli naval Ties
Indo-Israeli ties got another boost with the

visit of the Indian Naval Chief Admiral N.K.

Verma to Israel during October 2010. Dur-

ing his visit, he held discussions with Israeli

Defence Minister ehud Barak, Chief of Staff

Gabi Ashkenazi and Navy Chief eliezer

Marom. The talks focused on joint develop-

ment projects including the potential sale

of the jointly manufactured defence equip-

ment to other countries. Joint research and

development with Israel on the areas of

UAVs, submarine based cruise missile, pre-

cision-guided munitions and third-genera-

tion night-vision devices were high on the

agenda. Joint development of Barak-

NG/Mr-SAM is already in progress. 

The Indian Navy has also conducted

goodwill visits by its ships to Israel and

frequent exchange of senior officers from

the defence forces. The Ministry of

Defence also highlights the importance

both countries give to their mutual rela-

tionship. People-to-people exchange is also

being carried out where a large number of

young Israelis visit India for a holiday.

India is now the second top export desti-

nation for Israel, next only to the US. Bilat-

eral trade has grown manifold from $80

million (`400 crore) in 1991 to about $5

billion (`25,000 crore) in 2010. India’s

Ambassador to Israel, Navtej Sarna, said

recently, “India-Israel relations continue to

develop strongly in several areas, includ-

ing agriculture, trade, water resources and

cutting-edge technologies”. Defence ties

only add to these relations. 

Rafael’s Naval Systems
rafael’s products have been successfully tested and have been

proven in combat situations, helping keep the navies around the

world on the winning side. 

Mini-Typhoon 
The Mini-Typhoon is a lightweight, naval, stabilised

and remote operated machine gun system. The sys-

tem provides crew-safe operation enabling force pro-

tection and precision engagement. The Mini-Typhoon

is an optimal solution as perimetre protection for

large vessels. The Mini-Typhoon can also function as

main gun for small, fast patrol boats, significantly

enhancing hit probability under rough conditions.

The Mini-Typhoon weapon mount is remotely operated through an operator console

conveniently located elsewhere on the ship. Operation sequence includes surveillance, tar-

get identification, tracking and engagement. The built-in computer calculates a firing solu-

tion based on target and ownership data, as well as environmental factors, feeding the gun

mount with lead angle and super-elevation that result in high hit probability. The Mini-

Typhoon can be operated as a stand-alone system relying on its own sensors and controls

or alternatively, through integration to other on-board combat systems.

Operationally proven for over a decade, with high volume production, the cost-effective

Mini-Typhoon system provides low-risk and high-value to the customer. The Mini-Typhoon

has also been selected again by the US Navy as the remote operated small arms mount

(rOSAM), designated Mk 49 Mod 1.

protector
rafael’s Protector is a naval system based on

unmanned surface vehicle (USV). remotely controlled

and highly autonomous, Protector is able to conduct

a wide spectrum of defence and maritime security

missions. 

Combining the needs in contemporary naval bat-

tlespace, which emphasises littoral warfare, together

with the inherent advantages of USVs; the potential

use of the Protector includes maritime security; naval force protection (FP); employed for

other naval missions; protector system description

It has a standard maritime GPS system. The Protector’s MM is configured for ISr, mar-

itime security (MS), and force protection (FP). The major components of the MM are the

Toplite electro-optic (eO) sighting system and the Mini-Typhoon weapon station.

The Toplite eO system enhances the surveillance capabilities of the Protector, providing

long range, day and night sighting. With multiple optical channels including CCD and FLIr

cameras, as well as laser range finder (LrF) and tracking system, the Toplite serves as sur-

veillance, identification and targeting device for the weapon system.

The communication system is based on rafael’s LightLink system. The LightLink sys-

tem is a point-to-point non-line-of-sight (NLOS) data link that is responsible for the trans-

mission of digital video and telemetry in the downlink channel and command data in the

uplink channel. 

Sea Spotter
The Sea Spotter is an advanced naval infrared staring

and tracking system (IrST) system that will enable a

naval vessel to automatically locate and pinpoint

threats and targets located around it without being

exposed to enemy systems.

The system, dubbed Sea Spotter, is a new genera-

tion (third generation) infrared staring system that is

capable of automatically locating both surface and air-

borne targets, supersonic and slow, very small targets above and around the vessel, from

horizon to zenith and transferring the data to the ship’s combat system for interception. 

Based on infrared sensors, the Sea Spotter is a completely passive system. Unlike elec-

tromagnetic radar systems, it does not emit any signals, so that as part of its situational

awareness, it can “see” but not be seen without emitting any beams and without giving

away the ship’s position. 

The overall target and battle arena image that is produced by the Sea Spotter is able to

locate such threats as surface-to-surface missiles, super sonic and sub sonic sea skimming

missiles, combat aircraft, gliding bombs, ArM weapons helicopters, ships, small target ves-

sels such as a submarine periscope and/or terrorist threats like jet skis. 

Third generation systems such as the Sea Spotter are based on a continuous staring

sensor (not a scanning sensor), which coupled with suitable image processing algorithms,

greatly decreases the number of false alarms to a rate of one false alarm every 24 hours.

Toplite eOS
Toplite electro-optical systems (eOS) is a family of advanced electro-

optical systems for defence and homeland security applications. The

system incorporates day/night passive/active sensors for detection,

classification, recognition and identification of targets/objects at sea,

on land and in the air. An eye-safe laser range finder to confirm range

of contacts, laser marker and other sensors, capabilities and applica-

tions can be added as advanced options. 

hundreds of Toplite eO systems are currently operational in Israel,

USA, Australia and many other countries and users at sea, on ground and in the air, serv-

ing as surveillance, detection and identification systems as well as weapon and other

systems’ director. 

The Toplite eOS, designed for surveillance, observation, identification and targeting is

an advanced multi-sensor, multi-purpose, highly stabilised eOS. Mature, proven and fielded

on many different platforms for various applications, the Toplite eOS turret (sensors pack-

age) has a sealed and single LrU which incorporates the sensors (up to four sensors), the

electronic section and the stabilisation sub-system. 

The Toplite eOS is derived from the Litening advanced targeting and navigation pod

hence providing clear and high resolution images for the user in all applications and enjoys

all the latest developments and applications being made for the world leading, state-of-

the-art Litening targeting pod. 

The Toplite eOS is suitable for aerial, maritime and ground platforms on fixed, hovering

and mobile configurations, withstanding the most demanding military specification

requirements for all arenas/environments and provides the best possible images at short-

and long-ranges and at all conditions and operating configurations. The sensor package

incorporates advanced third generation FLIr, high quality CCD camera and an eye-safe

laser range finder (LrF), laser marker and other capabilities and applications can be added

as options. The Toplite eOS can be integrated on and/or slaved to other control systems

for receiving/providing real-time data and direction to other users, such as any C4I centres,

combat management system, eW system, radar, navigation systems, weapon systems, etc.  

Torbuster
The Torbuster is a fourth generation torpedo decoy

for submarines. It provides effective defence against

all types of acoustic homing torpedoes.

Upon detection of an incoming torpedo (external

to the system), the Torbuster system will launch a

decoy from an external launcher. The decoy will propel

itself to a safe distance from the submarine and

seduce the incoming torpedo by transmitting specific

acoustic signals using a technology based on the Scutter, reactive acoustic decoy. As the

torpedo homes in on the decoy, the decoy will sense when it is at the closest point of

approach and self-explosion, inflicting sufficient damage to the torpedo to neutralise it.

The system is operated from a single console (launcher control unit). The operator is

able to monitor the decoys in the launchers, to monitor and activate the launchers, and to

control the system’s safety interlocks and devices. The Torbusters are launched from under

the casing, through special pneumatic launchers. The Torbuster launcher was specifically

developed for the Torbuster programme by Babcock, UK.

heron UAv

PhotograPh: Indian Navy
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NDIA hAS ALWAYS BeeN russia’s

strategic ally and, moreover, an impor-

tant defense technology partner since

1961, when the first batch of Mi-4 hel-

icopters was shipped to the country.

Surfaced as far back as 50 years ago, the

trend persists in present-day world, with

both nations attaching paramount impor-

tance to aerospace technologies in defense.

Indeed, aircraft projects are the largest,

the two countries are running. Sophisti-

cated research and development, technol-

ogy transfer and license production are the

most important programs in this sector,

where the partnership between the nations

has evolved to become really strategic. The

sole official trader of russian arms and

dual-use technologies, rosoboronexport is

looking forward to enhancing the coopera-

tion and is making high stake bets on

future bilateral contacts in the area. As a

result, russia has fairly good chances to

supply more of its advanced jets to India.

One of the kind, is internationally

acclaimed and unanimously praised state-of-

the-art amphibian, Be-200, which can carry a

most advanced set of open-architecture sur-

veillance and detection equipment for mar-

itime patrol missions in the 200-mile

exclusive economic zone, and also perform

well in SAr, transport and medevac roles. Be-

200 is really an outstanding multirole aircraft

that proved effective not once in service with

the russian Ministry of emergency Situations.

historical highlights
A landmark event took place in the russian

city of Irkutsk in late September 1998, when

the first Be-200 took off from the airfield of

the local aircraft production association.

Designed by the Taganrog-based Beriev avi-

ation scientific and technical center and built

in Irkutsk, the aircraft started a new chapter

in the history of amphibious aviation.  

Working on the project, russian devel-

opers made up their minds to make a mul-

tirole amphibian, rather than just a

standard hydroplane. Be-200 got sophisti-

cated high-lift devices, and an automatic

flap deployment system that sets flaps to

takeoff only at high speed, when the spray

height is low.

The aircraft boasts a rust-protected air-

frame, which is ideal for aggressive and

humid environments, including salty mar-

itime atmosphere in tropical climates with

air temperatures up to MCA +25°C (and

95% humidity.

Beriev’s wealth of experience in amphibi-

ous aircraft designs and studies of seaplane

corrosion processes made it possible to

develop an aircraft that meets the most

stringent rigidity and operational require-

ments posed by humid and aggressive envi-

ronments. Its outstanding resistance to

corrosion was proven in several years of

operation in the Azov, Black, Mediterranean,

Baltic, Barents, Japanese and Bering seas.

The aircraft survives easily long-term

parking under open sky without a hangar at

temperatures out to +50°C.

The wing, rudder, ailerons, flaps, inter-

ceptors, tail and other elements of the aircraft

are made largely of composite materials.

The Ukrainian Progress Company and

JSC Motor Sich developed and manufac-

tured a dedicated corrosion-resistant ver-

sion of the reliable and high-efficient

D-436TP engine especially for the Be-200.

Considerable attention was attached to

aircraft agility and controllability, which are

vital for aircraft in firefighting roles. The

Be-200 was equipped with a triple-redun-

dant eDSU-200 fly-by-wire system, and con-

trol sticks in the cockpit, which were

borrowed from a fighter jet and replaced

the traditional pilots’ handwheels.

Today Be-200 is the internationally

acclaimed best-in-class hydroplane. Devel-

oped from the world’s largest amphibious

jet A-40 Albatros, which was used to set up

148 world records, Be-200 inherited the

best features of its predecessor. It is equally

effective in a variety of jobs and missions,

which makes it really a multirole aircraft.

Only a year after its maiden flight, Be-

200 made its first public appearance at Le

Bourget Airshow 1999. It was a success!

Noteworthy, French airfield services were

very much surprised, when asked so much

water to refill the aircraft tank, and, with

pure and genuine Gallic humor, offered

wine instead.  

purpose 
The baseline version of the amphibious Be-

200 aircraft is intended for firefighting

using suppressant liquids. however, Be-200

may be easily reconfigured for other mis-

sions, while retaining its fire-fighting capa-

bility in full. Modifications for cargo and

passenger transport, search and rescue and

medical evacuation are available as well.

The version for maritime patrols can

search and detect ships, identify them, per-

form visual checks and record fishing law

violations. Furthermore, it can carry inspec-

tion teams and, whenever applicable, attack

sea border trespassers. The amphibian is

also effective for environment monitoring,

water area pollution control, weather mon-

itoring, radiation metering, ice field explo-

ration, oil spill liquidation and air dropping. 

Design Features 
Be-200 is not in the least inferior to its

ground-based analogs in terms of flight

performance, but boasts a capability to land

both on ground and water.

essentially a backswept high-wing mono-

plane with a T-shaped tail and an elongated

body with variable lateral deadrise, Be-200

has a water-tight fuselage, unlike other sea-

planes. The power plant of the baseline ver-

sion is made up of two D-436TP bypass

turbojets, mounted above the wing root

extension for protection from water.

The ArIA-200M advanced avionics

ensure reliable navigation and flight control

in all geographical areas and weather con-

ditions. Owing to the open architecture, the

equipment leaves room for reconfiguration

to meet customer requirements. 

Operation 
Be-200 is employed from Class B airfields

with 1,800 m runway or water areas at least

2,300 m long and at least 2.5 m deep. The

seaplane can take off and land on water at

sea state 3 (wave height up to 1.2 m), while

its rust-protective coat ensures its safe

operation in high seas. In areas with poor

ground infrastructure, Be-200 can be

accommodated on a 130 x 70 m concrete

floor site with a slipway to water. 

A most important event in Be-200 his-

tory occurred in February 2010, when the

seaplane got a nickname, Altair. Altair is a

spectral class A star in constellation Aquila,

which reminds one of an aircraft in flight.

We hope this will be the lucky star for the

Be-200 amphibian.

BE-200
Under a Lucky Star

primary specifications
Max takeoff weight, kg 37,900

empty weight, kg 25,340

Max water tank capacity, kg 12,000

engine type D-436TP

- takeoff power, kgf 2x7,700

- cruising power, kgf 2x1,500

Max ceiling, m 8,000

Max cruising speed, km/h 710

economical speed, km/h 550

run (water/ground), m 1,000/700

roll (water/ground), m 1,300/950

Crew, psnl 2
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ADArS reMAIN The MAIN elec-

tromagnetic sensor for all-

weather long-range detection

and tracking for the army, navy

and the air force. high-power

solid-state electronics is replacing conven-

tional travelling wave tubes, replacement of

rotating radar antennas with steerable solid-

state arrays, faster processing and digitisa-

tion, smarter algorithms for improving

signal processing, reducing clutter and false

alarms, multiple-tracking capability and pro-

viding contact motion analysis, are some of

the main technological advancements which

has made the radars a very efficient sensor.

The trend is to use solid-state phased array

antennae for almost all the frequency bands

and use of active multi-function radar sys-

tems. Phased array technology permits rapid

beam steering capabilities, which in conjunc-

tion with an efficient transmitter, receiver

and signal processing, can provide almost

continuous all-round track-while-scan sur-

veillance capabilities. Synthetic aperture

radar (SAr) technology which provides high-

resolution three-dimensional imaging capa-

bilitiess has considerably matured over the

last three decades. 

Future Threat
The air threat includes multiple targets that

are stealthy, highly manoeuvrable, super-

sonic and capable of extremely challenging

sea-skimming or ballistic flight trajectories,

and attacking under a sophisticated elec-

tronic countermeasures environment. Such

a threat requires simultaneous multi-

function capability, fast response, an

extremely large operational bandwidth,

matching electronic counter-countermea-

sures (eCCM) which can take on multiple

targets simultaneously.

Multi-function Radars 
Navies are planning to change over to the

new generation of active phased array

multi-function radars (MFrs) for use on

ships. Some of the countries like the US, UK,

Germany and the Netherlands have already

started inducting active array-based MFr

technology. Many experts believe that this

type of radar will progressively leave more

traditional radar systems obsolete in order

to meet the emerging threat. Active array is

a major turning point in the field of radar

technology as it can form a tailor made

beam which is software driven, can adapt

to different situations and future threats.

For example if you want a much higher data

rate for missile tracking, it can be achieved.

Thus a proper multi-function system can

perform five or more functions in parallel. 

State of Development 
Some examples of development of high-perfor-

mance active array naval MFrs is as follows: 

l The US is developing MFr that is meant

to equip the service’s next-generation

class of DD 21 destroyers with the

prime contractor as raytheon.

l UK is developing Sampson, an e/F-band

(S-band) MFr (S-band) MFr with BAe

Systems as the prime contractor. Three

prototypes and a first-of-class (for a

total of eight arrays) have been ordered

for the UK royal Navy. 

l The Netherlands, Germany and Canada

are developing active phased array

radar (APAr), an I/J-band (X-band) MFr

of which seven production systems (for

a total of 28 active arrays) have been

ordered for the navies of Germany and

the Netherlands and are now opera-

tional. APAr’s prime contractor is

Thales-Nederland.

ApAR 
APAr is a ship-borne MFr developed and

manufactured by Thales Nederland. It is the

first active electronically scanned array

(AeSA) MFr employed on an operational

warship. APAr has four sensor arrays fixed

on a pyramidal structure. each face consists

of 3424 transmit/receive modules operating

at X band frequencies. It can operate in a

networked mode where it can be used to

carry out search by using data transmitted

by another sensor. It can carry out missile

guidance using interrupted continuous

wave illumination technique which can

carry out guidance of 32 semi-active radar

homing missiles in flight simultaneously,

including 16 in the terminal guidance phase.

It can also carry out surface gunfire support

and has state-of-the-art eCCM. It can carry

out tracking of 200 aerial targets at a range

of 150 km and 150 surface targets at a

range of 32 km. Its horizon search capabil-

ity is 75 km. APAr’s missile guidance capa-

bility supports the evolved sea sparrow

missile and the SM-2 Block IIIA missile. To

work as an anti-air warfare system (AAWS),

APAr is combined with Thales Nederland’s

SMArT-L radar to provide volume search

and tracking up to 480 km. AAWS is based

on the NATO anti-air warfare concept of

combining two type of radars to optimise

their capability. In this case, an X band MFr

has been coupled with a L band radar where

the L band radar is optimised for long-range

detection and tracking of targets, while the

MFr is optimised for medium-range high

accuracy tracking of targets, as well as hori-

zon search and missile guidance functions.

This is an effective concept which is com-

monly used in any air defence system where

there is a separate long-range radar for

search and cueing, and a short-range radar

for tracking the target. With better technol-

ogy the combination of two radars can be

made more effective. however, there are

some who feel that a single system should

be designed to carry out all the tasks. APAr

is installed on four royal Netherlands Navy

(rNLN) LCF De Zeven Provinciën class

frigates and three German Navy F124 Sach-

sen class frigates. Ships of the rNLN’s De

Zeven Provinciën class have been involved

in counter-piracy operations off the horn of

Africa. Small slow-moving or even static sur-

face targets can be difficult for doppler

radars to detect as they are designed to

engage on much faster targets. however, it

has been reported that rNLN has used spe-

cially made software for search of slower

and smaller targets successfully in anti-

piracy role.  

SAMpSOn 
Sampson has been evolved from the multi-

function electronically scanned array  pro-

gramme which has seen many companies

changing hands and finally it was taken

over by BAe Systems. The royal Navy

intended to deploy the Sampson MFr on its

version of the horizon Common New Gen-

eration Frigate which is a multinational col-

laboration with France and Italy to produce

a new generation of anti-air warfare

frigates. Type 45 destroyers use the Samp-

son radar with the Principal anti-air missile

system. As an active array, Sampson uses

software to shape and direct its beam

allowing several functions to be carried out

at once and, through adaptive waveform

control, is virtually immune to enemy jam-

ming. Active arrays have both longer range

and higher accuracy than conventional

radars. It provides search and precision

tracking of multiple targets, together with

weapon control functions, stealth target

detection, variable data rate for threat

tracking, high electronic countermeasures

immunity and S-band frequency enabling

high search rates in clutter. 

The Sampson is an AeSA radar which

uses two planar arrays to provide coverage

over only part of the sky and 360 degrees

coverage is provided by rotating the arrays.

This is in contrast to other systems like the

US AN/SPY-1 system or the APAr system,

which use multiple arrays fixed in place to

provide continuous coverage of the entire

sky. The Sampson radar rotates at 30 rpm

thus providing almost gap free coverage with

a gap of only one second. Sampson also uses

smaller number of arrays thus reducing its

weight and thus mounting the arrays on a

tall mast on the ship whereas in other cases

the arrays have to be placed on the side of

the superstructure. Arrays placed on higher

masts extend their range and improves their

low level pickup. BAe Systems state that

Sampson eliminates the need for several sep-

arate systems. It has a range of 450 km and

can track hundreds of targets. 

S1850M 
S1850M is produced by BAe Systems Inte-

grated System Technologies (formerly AMS

UK) and Thales and is a long-range radar for

wide area search. It is capable of fully auto-

matic detection and track initiation, and

can track up to 1,000 air targets at a range

of around 400 km. The S1850M provides

3Dtrack/plot data of the tactical threat and

own forces within the operational environ-

ment. It has also been selected for the UK’s

Queen elizabeth Class aircraft carriers. It is

a modified version of the Thales Nederland

signal multi-beam acquisition radar

(SMArT-L) radar. It is also claimed to be

highly capable of detecting stealth targets

and is able to detect and track outer atmos-

phere objects at short-range, making it

capable of forming part of a theatre ballistic

missile defence system. In all its current

applications, the S1850M is the long-range

radar component of the principal anti-air

missile system. On the Type 45 destroyers

it is paired with the Sampson multifunction

radar, on the horizon ships it is paired with

the eMPAr multifunction radar.

An/SpY-3
raytheon’s AN/SPY-3 is the first US ship-

board AeSA system which operates in both

the X-band and S-band. It can carry out

most of the functions in both the bands but

for functions such as horizon search and

fire control, the band can be selected for

current atmospheric, target characteristics,

and other factors such as anomalous and

multipath propagation. It has a single six-

All-weather Long-range 

Detection & Tracking
The Indian Navy has issued a request for information for induction of state-of-the-art technology ‘3D C/D band’ air 

surveillance radar for ships, which are 3,000 tonnes and above. The radar is required to detect aircraft, helicopters and

sea-skimming missiles including automatic tracking in three dimensions. 
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ApAR aboard the German navy 
Sachsen class frigate hessen

The Sampson is an AeSA

radar which uses two planar

arrays to provide coverage

over only part of the sky and

360 degrees coverage is pro-

vided by rotating the arrays

S1850M is produced by 

BAe Systems integrated 

System Technologies and

Thales and is a long-range

radar for wide area search
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cost which is difficult for small ship owners to bear. Many countries think that this code is

more to defend the maritime interest of the Western countries. 

l Container Security Initiative (CSI): The CSI was launched in 2002 by the US Bureau of

Customs and Border Protection (CBP), an agency of the Department of homeland Secu-

rity. Its purpose was to increase security for container cargo shipped to the US with the

following measures:

– Using intelligence and automated information to identify target containers that pose a

risk for terrorism.

– Pre-screening the containers using detection technology at the port of departure.

– Using smarter, tamper-evident containers.

There are currently about 58 foreign ports participating in CSI, accounting for 85 per

cent of container traffic bound for the US. India has been invited to be part of CSI but allow-

ing US inspectors in Indian ports is a tricky issue. however, there is an urgent need to have

a well conceived CSI for India. 

l Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI): PSI is a global effort that aims to stop trafficking of

weapons of mass destruction, their delivery systems and related materials to and from

state and non-state actors. It was launched by President George Bush in May 2003 at a

meeting in Kraków, Poland. PSI has now grown to include the endorsement of 98 nations

around the world but a number of major international powers have expressed opposition

to the initiative, including India, China, Indonesia, and Malaysia.  

faced antenna that can share the bands e.g.

the electronics in one band are controlling

a maximum number of missiles. X-band

functionality is more suitable for low-alti-

tude propagation effects, narrow beam

width for best tracking accuracy, wide fre-

quency bandwidth for effective target dis-

crimination and the target illumination for

SM-2 and evolved sea sparrow missiles. S-

band is more suitable for search and oper-

ation in all forms of weather and a narrow

beam width for target tracking and resolu-

tion. It has a range of 320 km plus. The sys-

tem will be introduced in the new Zumwalt

class destroyers (DDG-1000) and Gerald r.

Ford class aircraft carriers (CVN-78). It is

also under consideration for retrofit to

some existing ships.

elta’s elM-2248 MF-STAR
The multi-function surveillance and threat

alert radar (MF-STAr) is a multi-function S-

band solid-state active conformal phased

array 3D radar system for the new genera-

tion of naval ships. The radar system deliv-

ers high quality arena situation picture and

weapons support, under the toughest tar-

get/environment conditions in the existing

and future naval arena. Incorporating

advanced technology and robust system

architecture; the MF-STAr employs multi-

beam and pulse Doppler techniques as well

as robust eCCM techniques to extract fast,

low rCS targets from complex clutter and

jamming environments. It can carry out

simultaneous multi-engagements, 3D long-

range air surveillance, missile search and

threat alert, maritime surface surveillance

and many more functions. 

Revathi
The 3-D Central Acquisition radar (3D-

CAr) is a 3D radar developed by the

Defence research and Development Organ-

isation (DrDO) for use with Akash surface-

to-air missile (SAM) capable of tracking 150

targets. CAr is a medium-range high-reso-

lution 3-D surveillance radar which is

designed by DrDO’s electronic and radar

development establishment, and is pro-

duced by a joint venture between BeL,

Larsen & Toubro, Astra Microwave and

entec. The radar employs a planar array

antenna and provides simultaneous multi-

beam coverage. It operates in S band and

has a surveillance range of 180 km and cov-

ers an elevation of up to 18 km in height.

While the rohini is the Indian Air Force

(IAF) variant, revathi is for the Indian Navy.

A third variant, known as the 3D tactical

control radar has been developed for the

Indian Army and has cleared trials. The

revathi adds two axis stabilisation for oper-

ation in naval conditions as well as extra

naval modes. The Indian Navy also has

Super Vision-2000 3D airborne naval sur-

veillance radar.

induction in indian navy
The Indian Navy has also issued a request

for information (rFI) for induction of state-

of-the-art technology ‘3D C/D band’ air sur-

veillance radar for ships, which are 3,000

tonnes and above. The radar is required to

detect aircraft, helicopters and sea-skim-

ming missiles including automatic tracking

in three dimensions.  
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S P O N S O R E D  B Y :

A sailor assigned to the guided missile destroyer
USS Cole (DDG 67) fires a .50 cal machine gun 
during a live-fire training exercise

Raytheon’s An/SpY-3 is the

first US shipboard AeSA 

system which operates in

both the X-band and S-band

Continued from page 3
PhotograPh: US Navy
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N The IMMeDIATe AFTerMATh of the

Mumbai 26/11 terror attacks, the

entire maritime and coastal security

mechanism was subjected to a major

overhaul. This incident led to circum-

stances which necessitated a much larger

mandate for both the Indian Navy and the

Indian Coast Guard (ICG). To fulfill the

enhanced roles and responsibilities, the ICG

required renewed synergy towards capacity

building along with augmentation of match-

ing infrastructure and manpower. Addition-

ally, the increasing incidents of piracy,

poaching, drugs and arms pedaling closer

to the Indian coastlines, have added a new

dimension to the coastal and offshore secu-

rity imperatives. 

Transformation post-26/11
The use of the sea route by terrorists in 2008

highlighted the vulnerability of our coastline

and the pressing need for a coordinated

approach to maritime security by all the

stakeholders and users of the sea. The Coast

Guard has been active in analysing, propos-

ing and obtaining the government clearance

on the many measures for enhancing coastal

security. There has been increased focus on

enhancing awareness of the maritime

domain and patrolling in territorial waters

by all concerned agencies, with specific

emphasis on the following vital aspects:

l Coastal surveillance network (CSN) with

radar, electro-optic sensors, marine

small target tracker, molecular electronic

transducers (MeT) sensors, very high fre-

quency (VhF) sets and automatic identi-

fication system (AIS) feed from national

AIS chain to be implemented.

l Promulgation of standard operating

procedures for coastal security for all

coastal states and union territories.

l Deputing ICG personnel for joint man-

ning of Joint Operations Centres.

l Functioning of coastal police stations in

“hub and spoke” concept with Coast

Guard stations for information outflow.

l recommendations for fitment of

transponders for fishing vessels and

other craft less than 20 metres.

l Joint Indian Navy-Coast Guard team

identifying suitable radio frequency

identification (rFID) for installation on

fishing boats. 

l Conducting 36 coastal security exer-

cises and 28 coastal security operations

to validate coastal security mechanism.

l Conducting ab initio training of Marine

Police personnel by the Coast Guard.  

l Community interaction programmes to

interact regularly with the coastal fish-

ing populace with a view to sensitise

them and act as “eyes and ears” for any

illegal activity.

Force levels
To meet the onerous responsibilities, ICG

faced a challenge to acquire potent force

levels, that too in the shortest of time

frame. An ambitious force levels augmenta-

tion plan and the processes to acquire it

had to be fine-tuned and put in place.

Prominent operational assets required for

coastal security apparatus are fast attack

crafts, interceptor crafts, offshore patrol

vessels, inshore patrol vessels, maritime

surveillance aircraft, helicopters and a

chain of coastal radars.

In December 2008, the ICG had a fleet

strength of six air cushioned vessels, 44

ships, 19 boats and 45 aircraft for coastal

surveillance and security roles. In early 2009,

to immediately strengthen the force levels,

the government sanctioned additional ships,

boats and aircraft. The ICG has since com-

missioned 11 ships, viz. two new generation

93-metre offshore patrol vessels (OPV)

“Vishwast” and “Vijit”, the first pollution

response vessel “Samudra Prahari”, a 105-

meter OPV “Samrat” and seven interceptor

boats. Six more interceptor boats have since

joined the fleet.

More than a 100 state-of-the-art surface

platforms are currently under construction

in both public and private shipyards. By

2018, ICG is expected to achieve an effec-

tive strength of about 200 surface plat-

forms which will certainly enhance the

surveillance capabilities of the ICG.

The air arm of ICG is also growing from

strength to strength. The major acquisition

plan includes additional Dornier and

Chetak aircraft, multi-mission maritime

reconnaissance aircraft, twin-engine light

helicopters and twin-engine heavy helicop-

ters. Thus the effective air assets strength

is expected to reach 100 aircraft by 2018.

Considering the urgent need to quickly

strengthen the transport and aerial surveil-

lance capability, ICG came up with an inno-

vative programme to dry-lease helicopters

for a period of three to five years. While the

dry lease bid called for 12 helicopters, the

bidders have been sounded out that the

requirement could go up to 30 helicopters.

This programme has got off the ground on

the expected lines with Sikorsky, OSS Air

and Indocopter enthusiastically submitting

their bids. however, the bid acceptance

date had to be extended as the Indian Gov-

ernment-owned helicopter operator, Pawan

hans, had sought time to submit its bid.

however, till the last date for bid submis-

sion which was the end of June 2011, only

three bids were received. While Sikorsky

has pitched S-76 choppers, OSS Air has

offered the AgustaWestland A-109 and

Indocopter, the Indian maintenance part-

ner of eurocopter, has offered a euro-

copter machine. The evaluation process

was to extend over three months and the

winner is expected to be announced by the

end of the year.

This procurement is being closely

watched as its success would set the trend

for future leasing of helicopters by other

wings of the Indian defence forces. Gener-

ally, Indian forces prefer outright purchase

but protracted delays in procurement have

opened up the lease option. An earlier plan

to lease eight helicopters had been 

cancelled by the Ministry of Defence (MoD)

in 2010, on grounds that the lease was 

too expensive.

In addition, ICG has floated a global ten-

der worth over $200 million (`1,000 crore)

to procure 16 light utility helicopters (LUh)

to be deployed on its ships for extensive

coastal surveillance within the domain of

its assigned operational responsibility. The

global request for proposal (rFP) for pro-

curement of 16 LUh was issued a couple of

Making a Difference
resource allocation and funding support seems to be the least of the problems of the Indian Coast Guard (ICG). What 

however remains the major challenge, if not a bottleneck, are the elephantine acquisition procedures and processes 

contributing to the delays. Compounding to the agony is the inability or ineptness of the defence PSUs to match the 

defined timelines for force level development programmes of the ICG.
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Till the productivity levels are

made efficient and responsive

to the projections of iCG,

there will always be a lurking

danger of vulnerability of the

coastal surveillance and

security environment, as it

existed in the pre-26/11 era

new generation  
offshore patrol vessel



T
he US Navy’s first-biofuel powered ship has com-

pleted a successful trip along California’s coast.

Next year, the Navy plans to unveil a number of

small ships, destroyers, cruisers, aircraft, submarines

and a carrier all running on alternative fuels. It 

will then deploy a green fleet of nuclear vessels,

hybrid electric ships and other biofuel-powered air-

craft by 2016. 

The first tested ship ran on 20,000 gallons of algae-

based fuel in a 17-hour trip from San Diego to Port

hueneme—a great sign for more to come. The blend

used consisted of a 50-50 mix of petroleum and a

hydro-processed algal oil, produced from Solazyme in

San Francisco. But the Navy is working with many other

companies as well with a wide variety of alternative

fuel options, all competing to win supplier bids with

the Department of energy’s largest oil consumer.

With over $500 million invested in the biofuel

industry, the Navy hopes to cut its use of fossil fuels

by half over the next decade, according to Cmdr.

James Goudreau, Director of the Navy energy Coordi-

nation Office.

Shortly after the ship docked, the Navy reported

that the alternative fuel burned just like traditional

fuel in the same engines, observing no difference in

the ship’s operations. Operationally, the Navy’s largest

demonstration of shipboard alternative fuel use was a

huge success, reaffirming its overall energy 

strategy to increase energy security and protect the

environment. 
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pace Florida and Lockheed Martin have signed an

agreement to advance the testing and production

of a new autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV)

known as Marlin in support of aerospace economic

development in the state of Florida. 

Lockheed Martin will outfit the Marlin systems with

sophisticated sensors and imaging equipment to conduct

commercial underwater inspections. The systems are well

suited for use in the oil and gas industry as a safe and

cost-effective way to inspect underwater infrastructure

and pipelines, especially after severe weather conditions

such as hurricanes. 

Space Florida is investing in Lockheed Martin’s tech-

nology to allow for further refinement and marketing of

the AUV prior to commercial production. The Marlins

will be built at Lockheed Martin’s Palm Beach facility,

and will be tested and demonstrated in open waters off

Florida’s Atlantic and Gulf coasts. 

“This type of unique AUV technology allows oil and

gas inspection and also helps to further develop domes-

tic energy supplies,” said Florida’s Lt Governor Jennifer

Carroll. “These types of technologies that also have sig-

nificant applications in the aerospace industry will help

to maintain Florida’s high-tech leadership. This agree-

ment is expected to create approximately 50 high-tech

jobs in five years.” 

Lockheed Martin is committed to providing high

technology jobs in Palm Beach that help promote Florida

as a place to foster innovation,” said richard holmberg,

Vice President of mission and unmanned systems at

Lockheed Martin’s mission systems and sensors busi-

ness. “Our partnership with Space Florida for the Marlin

AUV will help support these job opportunities.” 

“These AUVs have multiple commercial and civil

applications in areas such as infrastructure inspection,”

noted Space Florida President Frank DiBello. “This

investment fits well with Space Florida’s strategy of

leveraging aerospace-related technology in growing 

the industry threefold in Florida by 2020; additionally,

this project utilises the financing capabilities that 

the Florida Legislature gave Space Florida to help

strengthen the state’s position as a global leader in 

aerospace research.” 

“It is exciting that the AUV is being developed here

locally,” said Kelly Smallridge, CeO, Business Development

Board of Palm Beach County. “We are pleased to see the

ongoing growth and development of the Aerospace Cluster

in Palm Beach County. With the strong engineering talent

base in Palm Beach County, we continue to see new and

innovative projects.” 

PhotograPh: US Navy
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Clean Energy
US Navy’s first biofuel-powered ship completes successful trip

Inspections Underwater
Space Florida and Lockheed Martin have collaborated for underwater vehicle programme in

Palm Beach County
PhotograPh: Lockheed Martin

months ago and the qualified participants were asked to

submit their bids by the end of the current year.

According to the rFP, the ICG wants these helicopters

to be equipped with surveillance devices to carry out

search and rescue roles in coastal areas. Accordingly, the

rFP was served on leading global helicopter manufactur-

ers, namely the eurocopter, AgustaWestland and Siko-

rsky. eurocopter has plans to field its versatile

twin-engine Panther helicopter. The procurement is part

of ICG’s efforts to enhance its capabilities to tackle ter-

rorism and other threats emanating from the sea.

Deployment of the helicopters on offshore patrol vessels

and other large-size ships of the ICG will help in expand-

ing its reach in the maritime zone to locate suspicious

boats and other vessels. The choppers will also have light

and medium machine guns on board.

infrastructure
Stations: The ICG had 22 stations in 2008. During the

period 2009-10, government sanctions were obtained for

establishment of additional 20 stations, two regional

headquarters (rhQ) and a District headquarters (DhQ).

In 2009-10, the Coast Guard considering the available

manpower and infrastructure vis-à-vis the critical need to

enhance maritime security, established a rhQ (North-

West) at Gandhinagar in Gujarat, a DhQ at Kavaratti (Lak-

shdweep & Minicoy Islands), and commissioned seven

new stations at Gandhinagar, Vadinar, Veraval, Murud

Janjira, Karwar, hut Bay and Minicoy.

Another rhQ at Kolkata and two Coast Guard sta-

tions at Mundra and Kolkata were established in March

2011. There will be 42 stations functioning all along the

coast by 2015. each station will have at least two inter-

ceptor boats based for undertaking close coast surveil-

lance and search and rescue.  

Air stations/Air enclaves: There were two air sta-

tions, two air enclaves and four independent air

squadrons established till December 2008. In 2010, gov-

ernment sanction for establishing two air stations and

seven air enclaves have been obtained. All sanctioned air

stations and air enclaves have been prioritised and

planned for establishment, and there will be a total of

five air stations and 10 air enclaves functioning from var-

ious strategic locations along the coast by 2015.

Manpower
The Coast Guard had about 7,000 personnel as on

November 2008 against the sanctioned strength of about

8,000 personnel. Over the past two years, the govern-

ment has sanctioned approximately 4,000 additional

personnel. The current manpower strength of ICG is

about 8,000 personnel against the sanctioned strength

of about 12,000 personnel.

The ICG has initiated various measures to overcome

the shortages by introducing short service appointment

for women officers and commercial pilot licence holders,

increasing the number of recruitment centres, promoting

eligible subordinate officers and introducing special

recruitment drives. The intake of personnel has been

increased and currently about 130 officers and 750

enrolled personnel are being inducted annually.

The anticipated induction of about 200 ships and

100 aircraft by 2018 and activation of new stations and

air units would take the strength of ICG to about

20,000 personnel. 

restricted by the capacity of training institutions,

downstream training constraints and limited availability

of ICG training infrastructure, the present induction pat-

tern of personnel is considered as the optimum measure.

With the present rate of induction, it will still take a few

years to reach the envisaged strength.

Creating efficiency
Considering the dynamics of the coastal surveillance

and security environment, many former Director Gen-

erals of ICG, defence analysts and strategists, have put

forward strong cases for enhanced resource allocation

and funding by the government, to provide requisite

impetus to the force development programmes of ICG.

Mercifully, their pleas and the justifiable projections of

ICG have not fallen on deaf ears. resource allocation

and funding support seems to be the least of the prob-

lems of ICG. What however remains the major chal-

lenge, if not a bottleneck, are the elephantine

acquisition procedures and processes contributing to

the delays. Compounding to the agony is the inability

or ineptness of the defence public sector undertakings

(PSUs) to match the defined timelines for force level

development programmes of the ICG. Till the produc-

tivity levels are made efficient and responsive to the

projections of ICG, there will always be a lurking danger

of vulnerability of the coastal surveillance and security

environment, as it existed in the pre-26/11 era. 
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MARiTiMe SeCURiTY iSSUeS DOMinATe
inDiA-JApAn DeFenCe TAlKS  

Maritime security, anti-piracy measures,

freedom of navigation and maintaining the

security of sea lines of communication to

facilitate unhindered trade by the sea routes-

are some of the issues that dominated the

India-Japan Defence Ministers’ meeting in

Tokyo on November 3, 2011. The delegation

level talks, led by the Defence Minister A.K.

Antony and his Japanese counterpart  Yasuo

Ichikawa, recognised the importance of sea

lanes and decided to “actively pursue con-

sultations and cooperation in the field of

maritime security both bilaterally and in

association with all other countries in the

region”. The Indian delegation included the

Defence Secretary Shashi Kant Sharma, the

Indian Ambassador to Japan, Aloke Prasad,

the Vice Chief of Naval Staff Vice Admiral rK

Dhowan and GoC-in-C, Central Command, Lt

General V.K. Ahluwalia. 

Speaking at the meeting, Antony said,

Maritime security challenges are becoming

increasingly complex and varied. India has

substantially increased its anti-piracy

deployment in the east Arabian Sea since

November 2010. he, however, felt that con-

certed efforts of the world community,

under a UN mandate, are necessary to effec-

tively address the problem. “There is a need

to not only have a legal framework for pros-

ecuting the pirates, but concerted efforts

are also necessary to track the money-trail

and to stop it from being channelised for

funding terrorist activities, worldwide”, he

said.  Antony also expressed happiness at

the fact that both navies are exchanging

escort schedules of their naval vessels

deployed in the region to coordinate the

anti-piracy efforts. 

Antony said the other serious issue in

maritime security concerns the freedom of

navigation and maintaining the security of

the SLOC to facilitate unhindered trade by

the sea routes. This is of vital importance to

all countries which depend on maritime

trade. The two sides exchanged views on

regional and international security and

decided to step up defence cooperation and

exchanges between the two countries. Dis-

cussing specifics of exchanges and defence

cooperation, the two sides expressed satis-

faction at the planned activities based on

agreed annual calendars.

inDiA lAUnCheS neW GeneRATiOn
STRATeGiC MiSSile AGni- 4

India has successfully test fired the most

advanced long range missile system Agni-4

on November 15. After launch the missile

followed its trajectory, in a textbook fashion,

attained a height of about 900 kms and

reached the pre-designated target in the

international waters of the Bay of Bengal. All

mission objectives were fully met. All the

systems functioned perfectly till the end

encountering the re-entry temperatures of

more than 3,000°C. This missile is one of its

kinds, proving many new technologies for

the first time, and represents a quantum

leap in terms of missile technology. The mis-

sile is lighter in weight and has two stages

of solid propulsion and a payload with re-

entry heat shield. The Composite rocket

Motor which has been used for the first time

has given excellent performance. Agni-4 is

equipped with modern and compact avion-

ics with redundancy to provide high level of

reliability. The missile reached the target

with very high level of accuracy. Defence

Minister A.K. Antony congratulated the

DrDO team on its achievement.

penTAGOn COnTRACT FOR SeA-BASeD
X-BAnD RADAR plATFORM 
Interocean American Shipping Corporation

has been awarded a $2,81,89,899 firm-

fixed-price contract for the operation and

maintenance of the Sea-Based X-Band radar

platform (SBX-1).SBX-1 will be deployed to

Pacific Ocean to provide ballistic missile-

tracking information to the Ground-based

Midcourse Defense System (GMD). SBX-1

will also provide advanced target and coun-

termeasures discrimination capability 

for the GMD interceptor missiles. This 

contract includes four one-year option peri-

ods, which, if exercised, would bring the

cumulative value of this contract to

$16,52,04,573. Work will be performed at

sea, and is expected to be completed by

September 2012. 

Mh-60R/S: The USA’S neW nAvAl WORK-
hORSe heliCOpTeRS

The US Army’s Uh-60 Black hawks have

always had a naval counterpart. Sh-60B/F

Seahawk/LAMPS helicopters were fitted

with maritime radar, sonobuoys, and other

specialised equipment that let them per-

form a wide variety of roles, from supply

and transport, to anti-submarine warfare,

search and rescue, medical evacuation, and

even surface attack with torpedoes or

Kongsberg’s AGM-119 Penguin missiles.

Like their land-based counterparts, how-

ever, the Seahawks are getting older. euro-

pean countries chose to build new designs

like the medium-heavy eh101 and the

Nh90 medium helicopter. They are larger

than the h-60s, make heavy use of corro-

sion-proof composites, and add new fea-

tures like rear ramps. The USA, in contrast,

decided to upgrade existing h-60 designs

for the Army and Navy. hence the Mh-60r

multi-mission helicopter and Mh-60S  Sea-

hawks will eventually replace all Sh-60B/F

& hh-60h Seahawks, hh-1N hueys, Uh-3h

Sea Kings, and Ch-46D Sea Knight helicop-

ters currently in the US Navy’s inventory. 

nORThROp GRUMMAn ADvAnCeD
DevelOpMenT MODel FOR US nAvY
Northrop Grumman Corporation has been

awarded follow-on and additional task

order contracts totalling $69 million from

the US Navy’s Office of Naval research

(ONr) for the Navy’s Integrated Topside

(InTop) programme.

InTop is an innovative, scalable suite of

electronic warfare, information operations

and line-of-sight communications hardware

and software for use on naval surface plat-

forms. The new suite will reduce the num-

ber of multiple topside apertures that naval

vessels currently use, increasing bandwidth

and resolving electromagnetic interference

and compatibility issues caused by the

large number of antennas on modern ships.  

The $66 million option award on the

first contract funds the continued develop-

ment, fabrication and integration of an

advanced development model (ADM) that

uses a common, modular, open, and scala-

ble hardware and software approach to per-

News in Brief

pRATT & WhiTneY F135 pROpUlSiOn SYSTeM pOWeRS SUCCeSSFUl 
SeA TRiAlS FOR F-35 pROGRAMMe
Sea trials have concluded for the F-35B Lightning II’s short takeoff and vertical landing

(STOVL) aircraft. Flying under the power of Pratt & Whitney’s F135 propulsion system,

two STOVL variants conducted 72 short takeoffs and vertical landings, for a total of 260

vertical landings in the program. The three-week sea trial period was conducted aboard

the USS Wasp sailing from Norfolk Naval Base in Norfolk, Virginia. Pratt & Whitney is

a United Technologies Corporation company.

Colonel roger Cordell, Director, Test & evaluation for F-35 Naval Variants, F-35 Inte-

grated Test Force, said the test went exceedingly well. “The first time you bring a new

aircraft to the maritime environment is complex and dangerous, and keeping risks at an

acceptable level requires an enormous collective effort. The incredible teamwork by the

crew of the USS Wasp, the Integrated Test Force, Lockheed Martin, BAe, Pratt & Whitney,

and rolls-royce was essential to trial's tremendous success. We’re looking forward to

getting this aircraft in the hands of the warfighter.”

Key events included operating two F-35B aircraft on deck, at the same time, in both

landing and takeoff operations. The tests were completed on schedule and demonstrated

that the F-35B aircraft and F135 propulsion system are meeting program goals.

“This is a significant and historic achievement for the F-35 programme and the F135

propulsion system,” said Chris Flynn, Vice President F135/F119 engine programs.

“Beginning with the 'first ever' F-35B vertical landing to take place on a ship October 3,

the F135 provided dependable performance throughout the series of rigorous tests.

We are meeting our goals on performance and affordability at this critical time for the

F-35B programme.”

US Navy and Marine Corps leadership were pleased with the deck handling qualities

of the F-35B. “It is no small feat to put together sea trials,” said Vice Admiral David Venlet,

F-35 Programme executive Officer. "This test was planned to happen on October 3 back

in early spring of this year and the team delivered on schedule. Signs of dependable per-

formance are emerging across broad aspects of the development programme. Profes-

sionals from the Navy, Marine Corps and industry team of Lockheed Martin, Northrop

Grumman, BAe Systems, Pratt & Whitney and rolls-royce continue to work tirelessly to

deliver this aircraft to the fleet,” Venlet said. he added, “every time an aircraft is first

tested at sea we learn a great deal and the data collected from this event will inform us

about the further development work necessary to successfully integrate the F-35B on

large-deck amphibious ships. By all accounts, we're off to a great start.”

Flynn said, “During the trials, the F135 provided outstanding capability and relia-

bility in more than 70 short takeoffs and vertical landings by four different pilots over

three weeks.”

The Pratt & Whitney F135 powers the F-35 Lightning II and the engine is in produc-

tion. Pratt & Whitney has delivered all 18 F135 flight test engines required for the pro-

gramme as well as 32 production engines. The F135 propulsion system has powered

more than 1,400 flight tests, 2,150 flight hours and more than 260 vertical landings.

The USS Wasp is an amphibious assault ship designed to embark a Marine expedi-

tionary Unit. It is capable of simultaneously supporting rotary and fixed wing STOVL

aircraft and amphibious landing craft operations. For this test deployment the USS

Wasp was outfitted with special instrumentation to support and measure the unique

operating environment as the F-35B conducted short takeoffs and vertical landings.

Pratt & Whitney has designed, developed and tested the F135 to deliver fifth-gener-

ation engine capability to the US Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps and allies. The F135

is derived from proven technology of the Pratt & Whitney F119 that powers the opera-

tional F-22 raptor, and it has been enhanced with technologies developed in several air

force and navy technology demonstration programmes.  
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form the functions of electronic warfare,

line-of-sight communications and informa-

tion operations for shipboard application.

This option follows a successful $18 million

base phase of the ADM project. 

A second contract, valued at $3 million,

includes the development of a low level

resource manager and other infrastructural

software. The two efforts will run concur-

rently and the ADM system will be delivered

in 2013. Field test of the system is currently

planned to take place at the Naval research

Labs Chesapeake Bay Detachment facility

near Chesapeake Beach. 

The resulting ADM will support the tech-

nology development criteria for NAVSeA’s

ships electronic warfare improvement pro-

gramme (SeWIP) Block 3. Technology and

elements demonstrated during the InTop

programme will be directly applicable for

the SeWIP Block 3 electronic warfare mis-

sion. The ADM system will also demonstrate

how multifunction advanced electronically

scanned array (AeSA) technology can reduce

the growing problem of proliferation of top-

side apertures on US Navy ships. The Task

Order 0004 software and infrastructure will

align with the NAVSeA product line architec-

ture common framework which will simplify

transition to the fleet.    

nAvY’S neW WilDCAT MAKeS FiRST
lAnDinG AT SeA

The royal Navy’s next-generation helicopter,

the Wildcat, has landed for the first time on

the flight deck of the royal Fleet Auxiliary

aviation trials ship Argus off england’s

south coast, at the start of four weeks of

tough trials for air and ground crew. Wildcat

is the 21st century variant of the Lynx heli-

copter which has served the Navy since the

1970s. It will be in service in 2015. Wildcat

is bristling with new sensors and kit –

improved radar, improved communications

suite, more powerful engines, more fire-

power, and a ‘glass’ cockpit with four large

display screens replacing the older dials and

screens. The cockpit’s layout has been

designed with inputs from the pilots and

observers to allow them to function effi-

ciently and with ease. Some 62 Wildcats are

being bought by the MoD, 34 for the Army

Air Corps and 28 for the Fleet Air Arm. 

ROYAl nAvY SUBMARine FiReS FiRST
TOMAhAWK MiSSile 

The royal Navy’s latest submarine has

blasted Tomahawk missiles far across the

North American skies, as part of its first test

firing mission. The Tomahawk weapons

rocketed from hMS Astute at up to 550

miles per hour (885 kph) across the Gulf of

Mexico. The 5.5-metre-long cruise missile

weighs 1,300 kg and has a range of more

than 1,600 km. hMS Astute is in the Gulf of

Mexico for the first test run of her system. It

has the largest weapon-carrying capacity of

all the royal Navy’s attack submarines and

can hold a combination of up to 38 Toma-

hawk missiles and Spearfish torpedoes. The

Astute Class is designed to perform a num-

ber of roles including anti-submarine and

surface ship warfare, to gather intelligence

to protect the UK’s strategic deterrent and

surface shipping.     

inTeGRATeD MAST pASSeS FAT 

The first Integrated Mast IM400 has suc-

cessfully passed the factory acceptance test

(FAT). The FAT was attended by a delega-

tion from the Netherlands’ Defence Materiel

Organisation and the royal Netherlands

Navy. Since the IM400 consists of various

subsystems, the actual FAT comprised sev-

eral tests. After the successful tests, the

contract partner accepted the first Inte-

grated Mast. Following the FAT, the IM400

was shipped to Damen Schelde Naval Ship-

building and successfully installed on the

first patrol vessel “holland”. The second

IM400 is presently being built by Thales in

hengelo. It will be installed on the second

patrol ship “Zeeland” early 2012. 

The integrated mast is a completely dif-

ferent design approach from the traditional

sensor layout on-board of naval vessels.

One central mast structure houses the

radar, optronic, and communication sen-

sors and antennas as well as all cabinets

and peripherals. The advantages of this

sensor concept are huge—better opera-

tional performance, higher operational

availability, reduced ship-building time,

reduced maintenance requirements and

enormous savings in below-deck space. 

GD AWARDeD $73 MilliOn TO SUppORT
nAvAl SeA SYSTeMS COMMAnD
General Dynamics Information Technology,

a business unit of General Dynamics, has

been awarded a contract for hull, Mechani-

cal and electrical (hM&e) Machinery and Sys-

tems support by the US Navy’s Naval Surface

Warfare Centre, Carderock Division (NSW-

CCD). The five-year indefinite-delivery,

indefinite quantity contract has a potential

value of $73.3 million if all options are exer-

cised. Through the contract, General Dynam-

ics will support hM&e machinery and

systems on Navy vessels and select land-

based sites, as well as other federal agency

and federally contracted vessels. These serv-

ices include prototype engineering, design,

development, testing, performance specifi-

cations and data analysis, system fault tree

and safety analysis, computer programming

and software engineering. The company will

also provide system training development

and on-site technical support, alteration

services, integrated logistics and staging. 

pURChASe OF AMphiBiOUS veSSelS
A contract has been concluded with Garden

reach Shipbuilders and engineers Limited

(GrSe), Kolkata for construction of eight

landing craft utility. These ships are likely to

be inducted in the Indian Navy during 2013-

15. The Defence Acquisition Council has

accorded acceptance of necessity for induc-

tion of four large amphibious ships. Induc-

tion of these ships would help to enhance

the amphibious lift capability of the Indian

armed forces. The capability would also be

useful for assistance to civil administration,

disaster relief and other contingencies. 

The information was given by Defence

Minister A.K. Antony in a written reply to

M.V. Mysura reddy in rajya Sabha.

$1.7 BilliOn ORDeR FOR MORe US nAvY
p-8A pOSeiDOn AiRCRAFT
Boeing has received a $1.7 billion low-rate

initial production (LrIP) award from the US

Navy for seven additional P-8A Poseidon

maritime surveillance aircraft. LrIP-II is the

follow-on to an initial LrIP-I contract

awarded in January to provide six Poseidon

aircraft. Overall, the Navy plans to purchase

117 Boeing 737-based P-8A anti-submarine

warfare, anti-surface warfare, intelligence,

surveillance and reconnaissance aircraft to

replace its P-3 fleet. As part of the contract,

Boeing will provide aircrew and maintenance

training for the Navy beginning in 2012, in

addition to logistics support, spares, sup-

port equipment and tools. 

29 November- 2 December 

Marintec China 2011

Shanghai New International expo

Centre, Shanghai, PrC

www.marintecchina.com

6-10 December

langkawi international Maritime and Aero-

space exhibition

Mahsuri International exhibition Cen-

tre, Langkawi, Malaysia

www.lima.com.my

23-25 January, 2012

Surface Warships 2012

hyatt regency, Paris, France

www.surfacewarships.com

30-31 January, 2012 

Border Security Asia pacific 2012 

Grand Copthorne Waterfront hotel,

Singapore

www.smi-online.co.uk/bordersecurity-

asia28.asp

1-2 February, 2012

3rd Maritime piracy & Security 

Dubai,  United Arab emirates

www.asdevents.com/event.asp?id=15

33&desc=3rd+Maritime+Piracy+%26+

Security
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ThAleS nAMeS neW COUnTRY heAD
FOR inDiA
eric Lenseigne has taken over as the

Country Director and Managing Director

of Thales India Pvt Ltd.  he will be based

in New Delhi.

eric holds a master’s degrees in elec-

tronic & signal processing and in busi-

ness administration as well. 

eric has over 23 years’ experience in

International Business and Market Devel-

opment in Northern europe, russia, Mid-

dle east and Asia. he started his career

with the Alcatel Group and rose to

become Vice President, Public and regu-

latory Affairs at Alcatel-Lucent prior to

joining the Thales Group in 2008.

Before moving to India, eric was the

Thales Group Country Director, Nordic

and Baltic States and Managing Director

of Thales Sverige based out of Stockholm,

Sweden. his responsibilities included

leading the Business Development activi-

ties for the Thales Group. 
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